Run: /home/exp/1997/jul02/c08-02
EDL s1=edb@2t s2=igd@2t s3=edl@1.4t  [21000 msec, 70000 msec]

Waveform  1:  iSart (mV)
Waveform  2:  Smab (mV)
Waveform  3:  MG (mV)
Waveform  6:  TA (mV)
Waveform  8:  Per t+br (mV)
Waveform  9:  iQ (mV)
Waveform 10:  Grac (mV)
Waveform 11:  ME low (mV)
Waveform 12:  Stim Marker (dev)